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We investigate modification of the bottom quark production due to cold nuclear matter effects
(CNM) at mid-rapidity in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at RHIC. Our results indicate that
bottom production is not suppressed due to CNM effects in those collisions. We also found that
shadowing and initial kT breadboarding for charm quarks explains at low pT (pT < 3 GeV/c) the
enhancement of heavy flavor decay electron yield in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV compared
to p+p.
PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd, 21.65.-f,25.40.-h
I. INTRODUCTION
High energy heavy ion collisions provide an opportu-
nity to create in a laboratory a Quark Gluon Plasma,
QGP, a state of matter with quark and gluon degree
of freedom. Charm and bottom quarks are important
probes of the properties of the QGP because they are
created in the initial scatterings with large momentum
transfer and are expected to interact with the QGP dif-
ferently than light quarks (see Ref. [1] and references
therein). For instance, studies of the heavy quark energy
loss in nucleus-nucleus collisions could provide informa-
tion about transport properties of the created nuclear
medium.
It is important to measure charm and bottom pro-
duction separately in a˚ collisions to have a full picture
of energy loss for light and heavy quarks. This was
a major motivation for recently completed upgrades at
the STAR and PHENIX experiments at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Lab-
oratory. These upgrades include a micro-vertexing detec-
tors: Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) at STAR and Silicon
Vertex Tracker (VTX) and Forward Silicon Vertex De-
tector (FVTX) at PHENIX, which allow measurement of
charm and bottom production. Charm will be measured
via direct reconstruction of hadronic decays of D mesons.
Electrons from semi-leptonic decays of bottom hadrons
(noted here as b→ e) are the most feasible tools for bot-
tom studies. STAR and PHENIX collected large data
samples of Au+Au collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV which
will allow precise measurement of heavy quark produc-
tion and their nuclear modification factors. For interpre-
tation of these results, it is important to have an estimate
of so-called cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects for c and
b quarks i.e. modification of production not related to
the QGP formation.
Experimentally we address these effects by measuring
particle production in p+A or d+Au interactions. Such
data for b and c quarks are not available so far (charm
and bottom separation in p+A will be possible in 2016,
after p+A run at RHIC). However, it is crucial to have
an estimate of CNM effects on bottom quark production
when the first precise Au+Au data are available in 2015.
Moreover, current data for electrons from semi-leptonic
decays of heavy flavor hadrons, eHF , show an enhance-
ment of the production in central and minimum bias
d+Au collisions at mid-rapidity at RHIC [2]. Recent ob-
servations of collective behavior of light hadrons in d+Au
collisions at RHIC and p+A at LHC triggered specula-
tions that this enhancement is an indication of collective
phenomena (radial flow) for heavy quarks in d+Au [3].
However, this enhancement could be also owing to the
CNM effects.
In this paper we estimate the modification of the bot-
tom quark production due to cold nuclear matter effects
at top RHIC energy. First, we make a minimal set of as-
sumptions about those effects for charm and we simulate
electrons from charmed meson decays (c→ e) in d+Au
reactions. We consider initial transverse momentum (kT )
broadening of partons and modification of the parton dis-
tribution function in a nucleon in a nucleus compared to
a free proton (so called shadowing). Then we simulate
c→ e in d+Au with those CNM included using measured
charm pT spectrum in p+p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV as
an input. Then we subtract c→ e contribution from eHF
yield measured by PHENIX collaboration to obtain elec-
trons from bottom hadron decays. We also investigate
if the eHF enhancement can be explained by established
cold nuclear matter effects namely kT broadening and
shadowing.
II. SIMULATION SETUP
We use charm differential cross section in p+p colli-
sions at
√
s = 200 GeV as input in our simulations.
We construct the input spectra by combining the pub-
lished STAR data [4] and recent preliminary results [5].
The pT spectrum is parametrized with a Levy function
f(pT ) = A
(n−1)(n−2)
nT (nT+mD(n−2)) (1 +
m2T−mD
nT )
−n, where A,
T and n are free parameters, mD = 1.86484 GeV/c
2
is D0 mass and mT =
√
m2D + pT
2. We chose this
parametrization because it represents charm pT spec-
trum in a broad pT range (1-18 GeV/c) in p+p colli-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Differential charm quark cross-section
p+p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV (combined published STAR
data [4] and preliminary results[5]) with a Levy function fit.
The error bars represent statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties added in quadratures.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Predictions for charm quark RpA as
a function of pT [6] (open symbols) with the parametriza-
tion RpA(pT ) = A tanh(Bx) +C arctanh(Dx) +E exp(−x) +
F exp(−x2) used in this work.
sions at
√
s = 500 GeV [5]. The fit describes the data
very well at
√
s = 200 GeV (Fig. 1) as well. We assume
that charmed hadrons (D0, D±, D∗, DS) have the same
shape of pT spectrum and we use an average branching
ratio Br = 10.5%. We simulate a decay kinematics with
PYTHIA8(version 8.8176) [7] and weigh the results ac-
cording to the charm pT distribution in p+p. We assume
charm has a uniform rapidity distribution within |y| < 1
and use electrons with |η| < 1 to obtain the eHF differ-
ential cross section at mid-rapidity (y = 0). The electron
spectrum is normalized to match the charm cross-section,
calculated with the Levy function, times the branching
ratio. We estimate the uncertainties on the fit with a
Monte Carlo method: We move points in the D-meson
pT spectrum within their uncertainties, assuming that
they have Gaussian distribution. Each point is shifted
vertically by Nσy, where σy is an overall uncertainty for
a given point (combined statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties) and N is a random number from the standard
normal distribution. Then we re-fit the data to get a
new pT parametrization and calculate c→ e spectrum.
We repeat this procedure 1000 times and obtain a distri-
bution of the c→ e for each pT bin. Standard deviations
of these distributions give an estimate of uncertainty of
the c→ e yield due to input D-meson spectrum.
We consider two cold nuclear effects for charm quarks:
broadening of initial kT distribution in p+A collisions
(which leads to so-called Cronin effect namely an en-
hancement of particle production at intermediate pT in
p+A compared to p+p collisions) and modification of
the parton distribution function in the nucleus com-
pared to the free proton (shadowing). We use pre-
dictions from Ref. [6] to parametrize those effects. In
those calculations EKS98 shadowing parameterization is
used and the kT broadening from multiple scattering of
the projectile partons in the target is parametrized as
〈k2T 〉A = 〈k2T 〉p(〈ν〉 − 1)∆2, where 〈k2T 〉p is parton trans-
verse momentum in p+p collisions, 〈ν〉 is average num-
ber of collisions in a proton-nucleus interaction and ∆2
describes the strength of the nuclear broadening (∆2 de-
pends on the scale of the interactions and it is larger for
bb than cc production).
Fig. 2 shows the original calculations [6] for next-
to-leading order (NLO) inclusive charm quark pro-
duction together with parametrization of RpA(pT ) =
A tanh(Bx)+C arctanh(Dx)+E exp(−x)+F exp(−x2),
where A,B,C,D,E and F are parameters. We obtained
the parameters from fit to the predictions in Fig. 2. We
assume those CNM effects are small at high pT , thus we
added a constrain RpA = 1 at pT = 20 GeV/c. To ob-
tain charm spectrum in minimum-bias d+Au collisions,
we multiply p+p data by RpA(pT ) and scale with average
number of binary collisions 〈Ncoll〉 = 7.5± 0.4 [8].
III. RESULTS
A. Comparison with measured eHF and c→ e in p+p
collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV
We first check if our simulations reproduce experi-
mental data in p+p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV at
mid rapidity. Figure 3(a) shows a pT spectrum elec-
trons from heavy flavor hadron decays, eHF, reported by
PHENIX [9] and STAR [10]. These results include con-
tribution both from charm (c→ e) and bottom (b→ e)
quarks. We also plot spectra for charm and bottom
separately by STAR [10] and our c→ e simulations.
Charm dominates eHF spectrum for pT < 2 GeV/c
(bottom contribution is ∼ 20% at pT = 2 GeV/c
and decrease with decreasing pT [11]) thus we expect
a good agreement between our results and eHF data at
pT < 2 GeV/c. Figure 3(b) shows a ratio of e
HF elec-
trons and our simulations and these data agree within
3statistical and systematic uncertainties. However, there
are deviations for 0.7 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c. This dif-
ference could be due to different values of the charm
cross-section reported by PHENIX and STAR. PHENIX
measured dσcc/dy via single electron spectra and ob-
tained dσcc/dy = 119± 12(stat.)± 38(syst.) µb [9] while
STAR measurement using direct reconstruction gives
dσcc/dy = 161 ± 20(stat.) ± 34(syst.) µb [5]. Thus we
expect ∼ 15−20% difference at low pT between PHENIX
eHF measurement and our c→ e simulations using charm
pT spectrum from STAR. The difference can also arise
due to assumptions in this work. Figure 3(c) shows a
ratio of STAR c→ e measurement to our results. We fo-
cus on 3 < pT < 8 GeV/c where data have a reasonable
precision. We observe a hint of different slopes for pT
spectrum in the data and simulations, but overall these
results agree within uncertainties.
B. Cold nuclear matter effects
Figure 4 shows eHF pT spectrum in minimum-bias
d+Au collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV compared to our
c→ e calculations. Our results match the eHF data well
for pT < 2.5 GeV/c, which is expected since charm dom-
inates eHF spectrum for pT < 2 GeV/c. We subtracted
the c→ e yield from eHF pT spectrum to obtain the b→ e
yield. We quantify a change of c→ e and b→ e pro-
duction in d+Au with nuclear modification factor RdAu.
RdAu is the ratio of the electron yield (c→ e or b→ e) in
d + Au and p+p collisions, where the latter is scaled by
the average number of binary collisions 〈Ncoll〉 in d +Au:
RdAu =
σinel
〈Ncoll〉
d2NdAu/dydpT
d2σpp/dydpT
(1)
where σinel is the inelastic cross section in p+p collisions,
σinel = 42±3 mb, NdAu is c→ e (or b→ e) yield in d+Au
collisions and d2σpp/dydpT is the c→ e (or b→ e) cross
section in p+p collisions, respectively. STAR results [10]
for c→ e and b→ e serve as a baseline and 〈Ncoll〉 =
7.5± 0.4 [8].
Figure 5 shows RdAu for e
HF from PHENIX for min-
imum bias d+Au collisions. We compare these data to
RdAu for charm quarks, R
c→e
dAu , where we use e
HF in p+p
as a baseline. Measurement of c→ e at low pT is un-
available so far, however c→ e dominates eHF spectrum
for pT < 2 GeV/c. Our results describes the e
HF data
for pT < 2.5 GeV/c, which suggest that the enhance-
ment at low pT may be due to initial kT broadening of
charm quarks. Figure 6 shows nuclear modification fac-
tor for electrons from charmed (Rc→edAu , Fig. 6(a)) and bot-
tom (Rb→edAu , Fig. 6(b)) hadron decays. R
c→e
dAu is consistent
with unity, which indicates no significant modification
due to shadowing and the Cronin effect in the pT range
of 4 − 8 GeV/c. Rc→edAu decreases with pT which may in-
dicate that the simulated c→ e spectrum at high pT is
steeper than observed in the data, however such effect
is not significant given available precision. Rb→edAu shows
a moderate enhancement, although the data are compa-
rable with unity within sizable systematic uncertainties
and uncertainties due to p+p baseline. The enhancement
is expected based on predictions for bottom quark RdAu
in Ref. [6] due to the kT broadening.
Figure 7 shows b→ e at RHIC compared to LHC
data [12]. Results at RHIC (moderate enhancement for
electrons for charmed hadron decays at low-pT and for
b→ e at higher pT ) are consistent to LHC measurements
in p+A at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV at [12]); however, LHC data
are also consistent with no modification within system-
atic and statistical uncertainties.
IV. SUMMARY
We estimated cold nuclear matter effects on beauty
production in d+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at
mid-rapidity using as an input recent measurement of
the charm pT spectrum in
√
s = 200 GeV. Our cal-
culations for b→ e show a moderate enhancement for
3 < pT < 7 GeV/c. These results indicate that bottom
quark production is not suppressed due to cold nuclear
matter effects in d+Au collisions at RHIC. We also found
that shadowing and initial kT breadboarding for charm
quarks due to multiple scattering of incoming partons ex-
plain the enhancement of eHF yield in d+Au compared
to p+p baseline for pT < 3 GeV/c at this rapidity range.
Future measurements of charm and bottom production
in d+Au collisions with new vertex detector are neces-
sary for quantitative understanding of the cold nuclear
matter effects for heavy flavor production.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) pT spectrum of electrons from semi-leptonic heavy meson decays measured by STAR [10] and
PHENIX [9] compared to our c→ e calculations. (b) Ratio of PHENIX eHF to c→ e (this work). (c) Ratio of STAR c→ e
data to our c→ e results. Hashed boxes in (b) and (c) show uncertainties on our c→ e calculations.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) PHENIX eHF spectrum in minimum-bias d+Au collisions [2] at mid-rapidity compared to our c→ e
calculations (a) and their ratio (b). Hashed boxes in (b) show uncertainties on c→ e calculations.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Nuclear modification factor for elec-
trons from charmed (a) and bottom (b) hadron decays at
mid-rapidity. (a) Error bars represent overall uncertainties
on simulated c→ e in d+Au and boxes show combined sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties on the c→ e in p+p [10].
(b) Error bars represent statistical uncertainties on measured
eHF in d+Au combined with uncertainty on simulated c→ e
in d+Au, brackets show systematic uncertainties, and boxes
show combined statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
b→ e in p+p [10].
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Nuclear modification factor for elec-
trons from bottom hadron decays at RHIC (|y| < 0.35) and
LHC (−1.06 < y < 0.14). For RHIC results, error bars repre-
sent statistical uncertainties on the eHF spectra [2] combined
with uncertainties on c→ e in d+Au, brackets show system-
atic uncertainties and boxes show combined statistical and
systematic uncertainties on the p+p baseline [10]. In the
case of LHC data, error bars represent statistical uncertain-
ties and systematic uncertainties are shown as boxes.
